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GASPER’S DESIGN PROCESS

Five Simple Steps
to a New Landscape
1
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT Call (215-607-7011) to schedule an

in-home meeting with one of our professional sales designers. Gasper’s award-winning
design team has the ability to take on any type of landscape project. They will be able to
guide you through the entire design process, from your initial consultation, to your project’s
completion and beyond.

2

MEETING ON SITE One of our sales designers will meet you at your

property. He or she will listen carefully to your specific needs, wants and wishes in
order to provide you with a truly customized landscape design. Whether you desire a simple
planting layout or a comprehensive outdoor living space, you’ll find Gasper’s staff to be
creative and knowledgeable when bringing your ideas to life.

3
4
5

CUSTOM DESIGN CREATION After our initial meeting with you, our

landscape architects and designers will craft for you a unique and well-thought out
design solution. Should your project warrant it, Gasper staff can develop a detailed survey of
your site.

DESIGN PRESENTATION Our second meeting will be at our design office.

During this meeting we will present our design of your new outdoor living space
using a 3-D model. The 3-D model is an exciting virtual tour that will leave you with little
doubt of exactly what your new project will look like when it is completed.

LANDSCAPE PROPOSAL Lastly, at the conclusion of the design

presentation, we will produce a detailed landscape proposal that is not only thorough,
but will allow you to move forward with Gasper, confident that the construction and
installation of your project will proceed smoothly.

Our Quality Guarantee
At Gasper, we stand behind one of the best guarantees in our industry. Our guarantee simply
states that you must be satisfied with your installation or we promise to make it right!
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“

Great job once again. Your
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GASPER’S DESIGN PROCESS

team was knowledgeable,
patient and terrific to
work with.”

— M ARK & L ORRAINE B.

It Takes More Than a Shovel
I
T TAKES MORE THAN a pick-up truck, a wheelbarrow,

. and a shovel to be a professional landscape contractor.
Here are some important factors to consider when choosing a
contractor for your next project.

Is the contractor you’re considering
a legitimate business?

Do they have a brick and mortar office? It can be extremely risky
to be working with a contractor who does not provide an actual
office address and simply works from a business card or worse yet,
out of the back of a truck. Will they still be in business if you have a
problem a couple of years down the road? At Gasper Landscape and
Design we have been in business for more than 30 years. Our home
offices are located in Richboro, Pennsylvania and our doors are
always open to your visits.

Are they properly insured?

Does the contractor carry enough liability insurance to cover the
cost of your home in the unlikely event of a major accident? Does
the contractor carry workers’ compensation insurance to protect
you from the liability of injury that may occur
on your property during construction? Gasper
carries all the necessary coverage to ensure that
you and your property are protected if needed.
We are happy to provide proof of insurance
upon request.

Will the contractor do most
of their own work?

Is the contractor a single individual who
sub-contracts a majority of the work out to
others or does the contractor do most of the
work in-house? Do they have the man-power
necessary to get your project completed in a
timely manner? At Gasper, we employ various
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experienced landscapers, carpenters, masons and horticulturists
as part of our Gasper team to ensure the work is completed to the
quality and consistency we demand. For the work that we cannot do
or do not do regularly enough to have people on staff, we have many
good working relationships with other tradesmen that we can bring
to your project team. These usually include engineers, electricians
and plumbers. The size of our operation matters too. Running
up to 20 crews during our busiest seasons allows us the flexibility
needed to allocate the man power needed to get your project
completed on time.

Does the contractor hold required
professional certifications and licenses?

Are they certified with the Department of Agriculture as required by
Pennsylvania law? Gasper is. Are they members of the Pennsylvania
Landscape and Nursery Association (PLNA)? Gasper is. Do their
employee’s hold state certified pesticide applicator licenses? Gasper’s
employees do. Do they employ Interlocking Concrete Paving
Institute (I.C.P.I) certified installers? Gasper does. At Gasper, we
value the certification and education needed to insure your project is
installed using the highest industry standards.

Can you trust that your project
will be completed right?

What do others have to say about your
contractor? Ask the contractor if he is willing
to supply referrals. Look for customer reviews
from trusted online sites, as well as social
media. At Gasper we are very proud of our
high approval ratings and we would be happy
to refer you to our many satisfied clients. In the
unlikely event of an unsatisfied customer, we
do our best to make sure any issue is quickly
resolved. We take our commitment to quality
and your satisfaction to heart and stand behind
one of the best warranties in our industry.
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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Gasper’s Team of
Creative Professionals
JIM FOLZ
Jim Folz comes to the Gasper Landscape
design and sales team with over 10 years
of hands-on field experience as one of
Gasper’s top foremen and has been with
the company since 1999. His construction
background has translated into strong project management skills
from the beginning design process through all phases of project
implementation. Jim has augmented his construction skills with
ongoing coursework at Rutgers University in residential landscape
design. Jim has earned numerous certificates in hardscape
construction, lighting and irrigation installation. Outside of work,
Jim enjoys spending time with his wife and three children, going
to the beach and working in his yard. Jim also manages multiple
youth sports teams and continues to volunteer in the community.
Best landscape tip: Don’t over water
Best part of my job: I get to meet a variety of people while doing
something different every day
Favorite movie: Rocky 1
My happy place: The shore

BOBBY GASPER
Bobby Gasper has worked with the company
since he was a young boy. He officially
started off working retail in 2005, and then
shifted to landscaping where he worked on
a landscape/hardscape crew from 2007 to
2010. During that time, Bobby also studied Landscape Architecture
and Business at West Virginia University. Like his father, Bobby
takes an interest in every project bearing the company name. Bobby
has been an influential member of the sales design team since
2009, where he uses his wealth of experience to transform the
customer’s ideas and visions of outdoor living into reality.
Food you would want on a deserted island: pizza with extra
anchovies and onions
Next adventure: Having a baby girl
Best landscape tip: Get to know your plants
Believes in: The American dream
Three words to describe me: Positive, stubborn, fun
Proudest accomplishment: Getting married
You wouldn’t know it by looking at me but: I am an amazing cook
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ERIK FREEMAN
Erik Freeman was born and raised
landscaping in Bucks County soil, coming
from a family of dedicated horticulturists
and landscape designers. He chose to follow
the family tradition, by earning a bachelor’s
degree in Ornamental Horticulture and Landscape Design at the
University of Tennessee and numerous certifications with in the
landscape field. His education and more than 20 years of work
experience in different areas of the country pleasantly influence
his award winning designs.
Best part of your job? I get to be outside
Best landscape tip: Ground covers rule!
Proudest accomplishment: Raising two amazing daughters with
my awesome wife
If you could have a superpower it would be: Time travel
What is growing in your garden? Weeds and Crape myrtle
Best perk for working at Gasper: Being a part of the
transformation of homes and their outdoor spaces
You wouldn’t know it by looking at me but: I am actually standing up

MARY ANNA OKIN
Mary Anna Okin, is a PA registered
Landscape Architect, who joined the sales
design team at Gasper Landscapes in 2007
after a 7-year tenure abroad with her
family in Norway. She holds a BLA from
Rhode Island School of Design and a MLA from the SUNY College
of Environmental Science and Forestry. Mary Anna has over
25 years of experience in Landscape Architecture, with emphasis
on planning and design. She enjoys developing and managing
design/build landscape solutions for her clients. The aspect that
she enjoys most is that she is part of the project from start to
finish, and often, for many years after.
What three words best describe you: Always trying hard
Best part of your job: Creating dreamscapes for my clients
Proudest accomplishment: Raising two stellar young adults in
todays world
Best perk for working at Gasper? Working with my customers
You wouldn’t know it by looking at me but: I have worked in
another language

JOHN SCHWEIZER
John Schweizer is the Senior Sales Designer
at Gasper Landscape Design & Construction
and has been with the company since 1999.
While attending Bloomsburg University as
a biology major, John’s “summer job” quickly
became his newfound career. After graduation, John began working
full-time in the landscape industry and has accumulated 10 years of
professional experience as a landscape construction foreman. This
hands-on experience in all areas of construction has served John well
in his ability to communicate complex design solutions to his clients,
as well as helped him oversee the project management of many of
Gasper’s largest installations. John has been the project manager
for several of Gasper’s P.L.N.A. award-winning projects and cares for
every project, large or small, as though it were for his own home.
Best landscape tip: Hire a professional
Best part of my job: Creating outdoor entertaining spaces for
families to gather together
If you could have a superpower it would be: Ability to read minds
Favorite movie: Shawshank Redemption

MATT VAN SICKLE
Matt is a self-proclaimed Netflix aficionado
with a B.S. in Landscape Design from The
Pennsylvania State University. Matt takes
great pride in creating outdoor spaces that
are functional yet aesthetically pleasing.
Along with the desire to create quality landscapes he also has
extensive knowledge of plants and has spent many hours in the
field working with the client to ensure their total satisfaction.
What’s your Kryptonite: Reese’s Pieces
Probably shouldn’t have: Sharp objects (I’m fairly clumsy)
Best landscape tip: Do not over-mulch
Believes in: Karma
Embraces: Change
True story: I saw the movie; I think Jonah Hill is overrated
Proudest accomplishment: Best smile in high school
If you could have a superpower it would be: Fly
My happy place: Anywhere without cell phone service
Food you would want on a deserted island: Reese’s Pieces

Before You Meet With Us

We highly recommend you visit our website
at www.gasperlandscape.net/landscape.
There we’ve posted hundreds of project photos
in various categories to help you communicate
your landscape vision to your designer.

In addition to our website, we encourage all clients to
collect photos, clip magazine images, or note specific
photos in this brochure before your initial consultation.

Do you have a copy of your “as-built plan” or property
survey to share with us? It’s the quickest way to help us
understand your property—but if you don’t have one,
we can either help you obtain it or create it for you.

Think about how you wish to use your new outdoor
space. What do you like about your existing
space and what would you do differently?

Do you need an overall “master plan” which will guide
future projects, or do you have an area of specific
focus that you’d like to accomplish right away?

What is your investment amount for the project? Don’t
worry if you are not sure, setting a budget is something
we will be able to help you with.

Permits Made Easy
If you are unfamiliar with the building codes and permitting
process in your township, preparing construction
documents can be intimidating. Fortunately at Gasper
we have a lot of experience working in many different
local municipalities and are familiar with the codes and
regulations needed to get your project built correctly
and to streamline the permit process. Gasper Landscape
Design & Construction can help you to prepare and submit
your permit application to your township for approval.

316316
Tanyard
Tanyard
Road,
Road,
Richboro,
Richboro,
PAPA
18954
18954| |215-607-7011
215-607-7011
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The Gasper 3-D Model: Your Virtual Landscape

Explore It Before We Build It
H
ERE AT GASPER, we know that most homeowners

we meet may be intimidated at the thought of reading and
understanding architectural blueprints. Scaled blueprints are very
important to us to accurately construct your project; but they are not
always the best way to convey our design ideas to you. This is why for
most project presentations we utilize a computerized 3-D model. The
3-D model allows you to take a virtual walk-through of your proposed
landscape project. Want to know exactly what you see when you look
out your back door? Or maybe you are having a hard time envisioning
wall heights on a multi-level patio? In either case, using the model,
we can easily show you. We can rotate views in real time, just as if

you were standing there yourself. Our model will give you the
confidence that what we are proposing is what you will be getting. In
fact, the only thing our 3-D model will leave to your imagination is
how much you are going to enjoy your new Gasper-built project!

“

“

Since
the Gasper 3-D model

could move around in real
time, we could get a good
understanding of what the
patio would feel like before
any work was started.”

— A NDY S.

I am very visual and like to see

everything laid out in front of me.
The other companies were only
able to provide blueprints.”

JOHN GLEASON

— S TEPHANIE C.

3-D MODEL

ONE PROJECT, MANY VIEWS

The 3-D model allows you to take a virtual walk
through your proposed landscape project. Are you
having a hard time envisioning the wall heights
of a multi-level patio on a blueprint? A Gasper
3-D model can show you. This patio is natural and
elegant, with meticulously detailed fieldstone
stacked stone walls and dry-laid irregular bluestone
patio. The finished project came out exactly as the
Gasper 3-D model illustrated.

You can view the Gasper 3-D model from a bird’s eye view,
at all angles on the ground, zoomed-in and zoomed out,
and even from the inside of the home. You can feel confident
about your project before any work is started.

John Gleason has worked as Gasper’s
surveyor, permit coordinator, and 3-D
model expert since 2011. His passion for
golf led him to obtain a Bachelor’s Degree
in Landscape Architecture from Temple
University. John’s ability to take the designer’s plans and transform
them into a 3-D representation of the client’s home is an incredible
tool for achieving and perfecting every client’s vision.

FINISHED LANDSCAPE

“

It came out identical

to the model.”

10
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This patio, built with classic materials such as bluestone
and clay brick, is comprised of three distinct ‘rooms’ or
outdoor living areas: one for dining, one for comfortable
seating, and another for casual seating around a fire pit.

2018

2003

“

We
had a great

experience the first time
around and the same
great experience the
second time around.”

LANDSCAPE DESIGN IDEA BOOK 2019

FEATURED PROJECT

— CHRIS C.

T

Building Trust

HE END GAME for us here at Gasper is not only to build our client’s

2018

The fire pit patio is all brick, laid in a herringbone
pattern. The new screening plantings are visible in
the distance and compliment the mature plantings of
ornamental grasses and boxwood that nestle the patio.

landscapes to withstand the test of time but to gain their trust and build long lasting
relationships as well. This summer we were granted the opportunity to check back in with
previous homeowners whom we had worked with almost 15 years ago and who now were
looking to add some screening plantings to their yard. We first met Chris and Maria C. in 2003
through a neighbor’s referral when they were looking to build a new patio. They knew that
they did not want the typical cookie-cutter design and instead wanted a patio built of materials
that looked like it had always been there. At the time of construction, they were ecstatic
with the bluestone and real clay brick patio, which Maria had described as “Timeless”. But
as the years passed, and neighbors who went with other companies had problems within a
few years, Gasper’s attention to quality and craftsmanship became even more apparent. In
fact, after minor repairs and maintenance to the patio this summer, such as power washing
and new polymer sand, our homeowners declared “It looks like it is brand new”. We are also
proud to report that both Chris and Maria were happy with the new plantings. So were their
neighbors who, to their relief, thought the plantings looked great from their side of the yard,
too. To say the least it was very gratifying to revisit this former project and see just how well
it faired over the years. And it was equally gratifying to know that our homeowners had a
second great experience working with our team here at Gasper.
2003

2018

2018

A composite wood landing helped to transition the
elevation of the house to the at-grade patio. The
central sitting area is mostly brick with a diamond-shaped
medallion of bluestone for interest and continuity.
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Back in 2003, this project was one of our earliest photoshoots. A strong design can allow the homeowner flexibility
in its use. As an example in 2003, on the middle patio there was only just a simple bench. Today, it has been transformed
into a much more comfortable space with deep seating for entertaining guests or just hanging out together.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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Our Goal at Gasper Is To Achieve

Your Complete Satisfaction

“

“

T

W

E HAD 2 GREAT EXPERIENCES
working with Gasper’s designers and
crews. I would not trust anyone but Gasper to
work on my house!
— J OHN R. –

”

HANKS TO THE ENTIRE
Gasper team and crew for creating an
incredible patio that has truly transformed
our outdoor living space. We were truly
impressed from beginning to end.

”

“

A

“

CLOSE RELATIVE came up to me
and said, I have serious backyard envy!

G

ASPER’S DESIGN PROCESS was what gave
us confidence. The design solution was much
more creative than the other rudimentary designs we
had received from other companies. We could tell that
the Gasper designer had given it a personal touch.

”

— M ICHAEL D. –

— D ON W. –

“

”

— M ICHAEL M. –

G

ASPER CREATED HARDSCAPING and a stone wall for me 20 years ago,
and they have stood the test of time. So I turned to Gasper again when I wanted
a matching wall, a trellis and patio feature, and landscaping for my son’s and daughterin-law’s backyard wedding celebration. The experience was an A+ from the first contact
to the finished project. Gasper is not only excellent at professional landscape design
and execution, they are top notch to do business with. They communicate well, keep
appointments on time, work with your budget, are flexible with changes, have skilled
and talented crew members, and leave the property looking fabulous. Hire them for
your next project. You won’t be disappointed.
— L IZA N. –

”

“

E

VERYONE—and I do mean everyone—
who worked on our entire project were
#1 in our book! Thank you Gasper!
— S HARON R. –

“
14

”

W

“

G

E FELT WE WERE IN GREAT HANDS
from the beginning. The detail and the quality
of the finished project exceeded our expectations.

”

— K EVIN & D EVON H. –

Learn more: www.gasperlandscape.net

ASPER WAS AN ABSOLUTE PLEASURE
. to work with, from the planning stages to final
touch ups. We could not have asked for a better team
of people to work on our backyard project that has
truly become an extension of our home.

”

“

— C OURTNEY H. –

I

F WE HAD TO DO IT all over again,
we wouldn’t change a thing.

”

— C HRIS C. –

Landscape
Portfolio
Contact us to start your next project
www.gasperlandscape.net/landscape
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011 15
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PORTFOLIO: FRONT ENTRANCES

Make a Good First Impression
I
SN’T IT TIME to upgrade that old concrete builder’s

. walkway? How about a new wider walkway to guide your
guests to directly to your front door? Are your windows and
doors obscured by overgrown plantings? Let Gasper designers
open up your front landscape with new appropriate plantings that
are carefully selected for seasonal interest, low maintenance and

compact size. Haven’t you always wanted a portico to cover your
entrance door? Gasper’s skilled carpenters can build you a portico
that will compliment your home’s architecture. No matter what
your needs are out front, a new graceful front entrance by Gasper
will give you plenty of curb appeal to leave a lasting impression for
years to come.

An elegantly curving paver walkway
(right) leads to a wide masonry landing
with steps capped in bluestone.
A beautiful driveway apron of Unilock’s
brick-like copthorne pavers and basaltcolored courtstone pavers mark the
front door for guests (below).

This paver border (above) not only lines
the walkway, it extends on both sides
of the driveway, the entire length to
the curb.
Give your guests a step up (right). Here,
unique rounded stone piers mark the
beginning of a walkway which lead up a
series of steps to the front door.

16
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A classic combination: clay brick laid in a herringbone pattern with a bluestone
border. Artful zig-zags create the perfect location for a teak bench.

The tan flagstone steps, linear stacked
stone wall and paver materials on this
front walkway completely compliment
the architectural stonework of the house.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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The lightly speckled color of this
Unilock Umbriano paver patio (right)
is a smart contrast to the dark colored
double inner brick border. A decorative
block retaining wall creates a cozy
backdrop for two comfortable chairs
with foot rests.

This beautiful brick herringbone patio
(right) surrounds an oval lawn panel,
which is in turn surrounded by a lush
cutting garden. Dramatic up-lit trees
add to the ambiance of the space as
the sun goes down.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN IDEA BOOK 2019

PORTFOLIO: PATIOS

People Love Gasper Patios
H
ELPING YOU LOVE your outdoor space is what

This large raised patio (below) looks
like bluestone but is actually a
concrete paver with a realistic stone
texture. Using concrete pavers can
be easier on your wallet and easier
on bare feet because they stay cooler
than other materials in full sun.

we do. Whether you desire a tranquil retreat for quiet
evenings or a large gathering space for entertaining, Gasper’s award
winning design team can create a custom design just right for your
outdoor space. Our designs take into consideration the scale of your

“

house and, just as importantly the scale of your budget! Experienced
in working with a wide variety of materials, our crews employ both
expertise and craftsmanship in building patios and walls that will
withstand the test of time. Let Gasper bring your dreams to life and
transform your yard into your favorite getaway spot.

Our
patio is so peaceful, just the

perfect place to hurry home to at
the end of busy day. Thank you to
everyone at Gasper for all your help.”
— SUSAN S.

Not unlike a large area rug in a room,
the inner paver border of this patio
(right) creates a decorative ‘rug’ that
compliments the placement of this teak
dining table.
The use of contrasting borders and
different materials such as irregular
bluestone, (large image) helps to break
up this large Cambridge ledgestone
paver patio into distinct outdoor
‘rooms’ for dining, gathering around a
fire pit or simply lounging.

18
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This Gasper-built project is designed
for maximum usability and enjoyment.
The deck has plenty of room for dining
and features a decorative block cook
station with bar height seating.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN IDEA BOOK 2019

PORTFOLIO: DECKS

A

There are many ways available to
illuminate your deck after dark. Shown
below are LED step and post lights. Adding
lights is not only beautiful, it increases the
safety of your deck in the evening hours.

All Decked Out

RE YOU READY to replace that old, deteriorating
.

wood deck yet? A new composite deck by Gasper might be
the answer! We proudly feature Timbertech & Wolf Deck material
on our custom-built decks. Composite decking is available in many
colors to complement the existing color palette of your home,

does not require staining or sealing and is extremely durable. And
because all our decks and carpentry are built in-house by our team
of experienced carpenters, there is no need to hire or coordinate
multiple companies to get your whole project complete…carpentry,
hardscape or landscape…we can do it all.

“

It made sense to go

with someone who
could do it all,
put it all together
and manage their
time well.”

— JULIE C.

The height of the deck next to the hot
tub allows for easy entry. Users are able
to sit on the edge and easily swing their
legs into the tub.

Wide stairs, graspable handrails and
sturdy composite railings (above) create
a safe and elegant transition from any
second story deck.
We designed and built this deck-patio
combination for ultimate back yard
entertaining. Comfortable seating on
the desk transitions down to a beautiful
stone cook station and easy access to
an existing concrete pool patio.

20
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Gasper built both the covered roof and
the large attached deck for this house
(far above). Covering a deck space with a
roof increases the usability of the space
all around since it becomes sheltered
from both sun and rain.

We proudly feature

&

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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“

I was happy to

learn that Gasper
has a full carpentry
division to tackle
my new addition.”

The modest-sized pavilion (below) is a
must to provide shade and shelter poolside. Wrapped with PVC, its posts and
beams will hold up extremely well for
years to come.

PORTFOLIO: CUSTOM CARPENTRY

We’ve Got You Covered

EING ABLE TO FIND a shady refuge right in your own

.back yard is probably the number one reason Gasper’s clients
request a custom structure such as a covered roof, pergola or pavilion.
Designed properly, these structures can become an outdoor living
destination, creating a comfortable place to gather with family and friends.
At Gasper, we feel your new structure should be a focal point in
your garden. Our custom structures are thoughtfully designed to
complement the architecture of your home and work successfully
with existing elements on your property.

The warm wood vaulted ceiling (right
below) is by Synergy Wood Products.
Prefinished with stain and completely
sealed, your ceiling will always look as
good as the day it was installed.
This Gasper designed and built
attached roof (below) compliments
the house so well it looks like it was
always there! Rain chains funnel rain
water into a drainage system hidden
by the large urn. They are completely
functional, yet add a whimsical touch.

22
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B

— JOHN R.

This Gasper-built four season room is
warm and inviting and thanks to A/C
and radiant flooring, it is also usable year
round. The large windows and doors still
bring the feeling of the outside garden in.

Pergolas help to create a sense of space and can define an outdoor ‘room’. The top of
this pergola (below) is a high-quality vinyl that eliminates the need to paint…ever!

Our customers often remark that these covered outdoor spaces act
as a second living or dining room for their families. Popular requests
include entertainment features such as large screen televisions, audio
systems, built-in bars and fireplaces, and can help extend your time
spent outdoors.
Functional design, the finest materials and meticulous craftsmanship
are true hallmarks of a Gasper-built structure. With a new structure built
by our custom carpentry division, you will enjoy an expanded living area
that is sure to become your favorite gathering space for years to come.

Imagine yourself under this roof on a
balmy summer evening: wine glass in
hand, the warm glow of the fire in the
stone fireplace. The perfect space to kick
up your feet at the end of the day.

The illuminated space under a roof or
pavilion can extend the usability of your
outdoor patio late into the evening. The
floor of this pavilion features an irregular
flagstone ‘rug’, which adds interest.

Learn more: www.gasperlandscape.net

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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PORTFOLIO: POOLS & POOL HOUSES

Plan to be Poolside this Summer
D
ID YOU SPEND TOO MUCH TIME in shore

traffic last summer? Start planning a pool project now to
create a resort-like experience in your own backyard to host parties,
staycations, or to simply enjoy with your favorite wine and book.
Whether you are building a new pool, renovating an existing pool,

This existing pool (left) was renovated
with new bluestone coping, Unilock
Umbriano pavers and a new masonry
stone seating wall. A series of elegantly
curving steps transitions down to the
pool from the new patio space.

or adding a pool house or pergola, Gasper Landscape’s beautiful
designs, paired with quality materials and sound construction
techniques, will create the outdoor living space of your dreams and
help you take full advantage of the warm weather. Let Gasper turn
your backyard into your own personal sanctuary.

The absolute best material for bare
feet around a pool is travertine (below).
Travertine is a light colored natural
stone that stays cool and comfortable
even in full sun and is slip-resistant.

At Gasper, we create the spaces you want to live in such as this pool house, built
by our custom carpentry division. The architectural details, such as the shutters,
shingle style siding and stone veneer, were carefully selected to complement the
main home and large sliding glass doors allow for a seamless transition between
the pool house interior and the pool space.

Why settle for ordinary concrete pool
decking, when you can take your back yard
space to the next level with new concrete
paver decking (above) and a pergola covered
outdoor ‘room’ with stone fireplace.

24
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“

Think you are limited by a small
yard? Let Gasper help you dream big.
Surrounded by natural bluestone
decking, this small pool (above) is
packed with all the amenities you need,
including a built-in spa and lap lane.

I used to always be running around.

Now my home is my oasis.”

— LISA N.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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PORTFOLIO: FIREPLACES & FIRE PITS
Imagine the hours you will spend in
quiet reflection or in good conversation
in front of a Gasper-built stone
veneered exterior fireplace (right). The
soft glow of a fire adds entertainment
appeal to any outdoor space.

A

Create space on your patio specifically
for fire (below). Here on the lower patio
a gas fire table is surrounded by deep,
comfortable seating, and on the upper
patio the dining table features a built-in
linear fire pit.

Drawn to the Flame

DD A DRAMATIC FOCAL POINT to any patio

.or landscape with the warm, cozy glow of fire. An exterior
fireplace or fire pit extends the use of an outdoor living space from
summer into all four seasons. Let an outdoor fireplace define your patio

as a focal point and destination—a place to gather, create leisure activities,
entertain, and make memories. Whether you enjoy evenings with the
family or intimate party settings… a custom-built Gasper fireplace or
fire pit extends the hour and season of any outdoor space.

“

We come out here a lot more

Want the glow and fun of a real wood
fire without the effort of starting a
fire? Try an exterior rated gas fireplace
(above), available for natural gas or
propane. Gas fireplaces feature realistic
log sets and are extremely easy to use.

26

Does this look familiar (above)? Our
large stone fire pit by the Gasper
Pond Park Pavilion has been a warm
gathering space for many of our Gasper
customer events over the years.

Learn more: www.gasperlandscape.net

Surrounded by a stone seat wall, this
rectangular stone fire pit (right) is
extremely inviting and there is plenty
of space for guests to sit and roast
marshmallows.

frequently than I thought
we would... to just sit outside
with a glass of wine, to make
s’mores, to hang out, to have
friends over.”

— LESLIE G.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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PORTFOLIO: COOK STATIONS

D

Eat Out More Often
REAMING OF AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN

oasis? Gasper can make it possible. Outfitted with all
the amenities of your indoor kitchen, outdoor entertaining has
never been easier with a custom cook station built by Gasper.
An outdoor kitchen can offer integrated appliances, storage and

“

If cooking is not your thing, a new
outdoor bar can be the gathering spot
for guests all season long (left). This bar
has beautiful black granite counter tops
with a ‘leather’ finish. The texture of the
leather finish is tempting to touch, yet
hides fingerprints well.

counter space. Gasper can even match the kitchen’s material and
style to its surroundings. Don’t worry if cooking is not your thing,
a new counter top with plenty of room to serve food and beverages
combined with lots of bar-height seating will be the gathering spot
for guests all season long.

This modest sized bluestone patio
(below) is large when it comes to
providing space for entertaining. The
large stone cook station features bar
top seating and all Lynx Appliances,
including a counter top outdoor oven
for making crowd favorites like pizza!

We really like the way it

looks…I tell my friends
about Gasper all the time.”
— JULIE C.

A Gasper-built project is designed for
maximum usability and enjoyment. This
two-sided cook station (left) features
bar-top seating that overlooks and
creates the perfect gathering space for
friends to interact with the cook.
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This reasonably sized (and priced) cook
station (above) has all you need to grill
in comfort: Lynx grill, stainless steel
doored storage space, enough counter
space to layout food or utensils on either
side of the grill, and an adjoining seat wall
for the cook to rest between bastings.

This counter with granite top (above) was
designed to surround a free-standing
grill. The extra counter space provides
work space functionality, plus it’s the
perfect spot to either set down a drink
or layout food buffet-style for guests.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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PORTFOLIO: WATER FEATURES

M

The Joy of Water .
in the Garden

AKE A BIG STATEMENT in your garden

. and relax with the tranquil sounds of water. Gasper’s
custom ponds, waterfalls and fountains add both beautiful
visual and soothing audio elements to your outdoor space. Water
features can add design and texture to your garden. Ponds and
pond plants can be used as a natural habitat for fish and other

amphibians. Water features can also attract birds and wildlife for
your enjoyment. Gasper-built water features can include ponds,
waterfalls, disappearing fountains, and container water gardens.
Already have a pond or water feature? Be sure to check out our
fully-stocked pond department for maintenance supplies and
expert advice.

It is amazing how something as simple
as the sight and sound of moving water
(below) can become the focal point of an
entire yard!

Did you know that most of the glazed
pottery found at Gasper’s can be
converted into a water feature? Here
an elegant glazed jar (right) bubbles into
a Gasper-built stone pond basin with
bluestone coping.

30
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Gasper is capable of building any style or
size of pond imaginable. This waterfall
(above) is surrounded by artfully placed
stone and plant material to mimic
nature. Ponds and other water features
are great ways to invite birds and other
wildlife into your yards.
A flowing stream (left) will amaze
visitors as they walk along the irregular
bluestone pathway featuring moss rock
boulders built by Gasper.

A tiered cast stone fountain accents this
lush flower garden. For more information
on fountain availability, installation and
maintenance can be found in Gasper’s
Pond & Fountain department.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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“

PORTFOLIO: LIGHTING

We entertain more in the evening because

of the post lighting on the deck and the
lights Gasper had suggested in the garden.”
— SHARON R.

Y

Enlightened Design

OU'VE INVESTED IN YOUR HOME and

your landscape so why limit your outdoor experience in
the evening? Gasper’s low-voltage lighting adds functionality to
your property and allows enjoyment year round. From lighting
a pathway in the cool winter twilight to illuminating a patio for

lounging on a summer night, outdoor lighting can create whole
new purpose in those special places on your property. Gasper
lighting enhances a property’s unique features, focal points and
landscape characteristics so your outdoor spaces can be enjoyed
after dark.

Gasper prefers to use Cast
lighting’s fixtures because the
solid bronze construction is both
beautiful and extremely durable.
This small China Hat path light
has a LED lamp which is extremely
energy efficient and long-lived.

A Gasper design always suggests
the smart placement of low voltage
landscape lighting. Not only is landscape
lighting aesthetically beautiful, but it
also increases the usability of any space
long into the evening hours.
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PORTFOLIO: COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

Y

A Commercial Success

OU WOULD BE WRONG IF you thought Gasper

only did residential work. The fact is we are able to bring
our same signature design-build work to your latest commercial
venture. We understand that when you are busy running a
successful business, the last thing you want to worry about is

whether or not your contractor is going to show up or if the job is
going to be done right. Let Gasper help you put your mind at ease
that your project will be completed on time and on budget. Gasper
Construction & Design has the knowledge and expertise to take
your next commercial project from ho-hum to WOW!

Normandy Farm Hotel & Conference Center
Blue Bell, PA | www.normandyfarm.com
Gasper designed and built a new outdoor dining patio for
the 288-year-old historic Normandy Farm’s restaurant, The
Farmer’s Daughter. Part of the new construction was to recreate
a new arched courtyard wall that doubled as a backdrop for
the farm’s new exterior wedding venue. Of course, the key was
to make sure it looked like it had always been there. The space
has been embraced by brides and grooms everywhere. In fact,
two Gasper employees have been married at Normandy Farms.
We extend our congratulations to our newest couple, Chris
and Colleen Toselli, married July 15th, 2018. At left, Colleen’s
father, Tom Geraghty, walks his daughter down the aisle
through the new Gasper-built archway.

59 Almshouse | Richboro, PA | www.59almshouse.com
After a renovation of their bar and dining room, 59 Almshouse was looking to
refresh and redo the landscape around their Richboro restaurant, so they turned to
Gasper for something new. Gasper’s natural looking landscape design incorporated
a lot of ornamental grasses and flowering shrubs to make sure that there was year
round interest in the garden. A stone basalt fountain near the entrance welcomes
and delights guests. 59 Almshouse’s menu features a wood-burning grill and a
variety of unique menu items—truly something for everyone.

“

We receive so many compliments on the

job that Gasper did for us. Thank you.”

34
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— 59 ALMSHOUSE GRILL.

Tony’s Place Bar & Grill | Ivyland, PA | www.tonysplaceivyland.com
When owner, Joe, was looking to enlarge an outdoor bar and dining patio, he turned to Gasper to design
and build the new space. The new dining patio features, not one, but two fire features and built-in stone
seating to accommodate both banquet seating and larger crowds. The surrounding stone and stucco
6-foot privacy wall makes it feel like diners are eating in a secluded courtyard. With a full menu of small
plates, sandwiches, salads, and entrées, we can definitely recommend a visit to Tony’s.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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PORTFOLIO: OUTDOOR LIVING

A

The Finishing Touch

T GASPER, we always strive to design your new patio or

deck as if it was an outdoor extension of your home, or
as we like to refer to it, an ‘Outdoor Room’. Similar to an interior
room, your outdoor room needs furnishings to make it a more livable
and enjoyable space. We have made the process easy by providing
complimentary outdoor furniture consultations to all our landscape

Decorative outdoor shelving such
as cast aluminum bakers racks are a
great way to show off favorite pottery,
statues, dishware, or plants.

“

Consider a beautifully detailed cast fire
table and comfortable deep seating. A
fire table combines warmth with a place
to set down a drink or a plate of food.

clients to help select, layout and accessorize exterior spaces. Our
Exterior Designers, which is how we refer to our furniture experts,
can aid in creating a whole new look or by adding new pieces to your
existing collection. Their expert eye will make color selection and
layout easy. Take advantage of our Exterior Design Teams’ years of
experience by scheduling your furniture consultation today.

Gasper helped us

design the layout of
furniture, fabrics
and every last
detail. They spent
time making sure
that we understood
all our options and
then helped to guide
us to the ones that
worked for us.”

— JAIME S.

Imagine enjoying your favorite
beverage while sitting outdoors in
your cast iron chair with the most
comfortable cushions and armrests.
This KNF bistro set includes a table
with a beautiful glass mosaic top.

A fire pit dining table
set provides some
warmth and light
during the cooler
evenings. Enjoy
dinner outside with
a lively conversation
around the flames.

Remembering
Every Last
Detail
36
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You don't need much space to create
an intimate area to sit poolside with a
friend. Some side tables are designed
to hold umbrellas so you can enjoy the
shade while the table holds your drink.

A cantilever umbrella is an ideal solution
to provide shade above a large deep
seating sectional arrangement on a deck.
With the umbrella base out of the way,
there’s plenty of space for tables.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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PORTFOLIO: SERVICES

G

Landscape Maintenance
& Irrigation Services
ASPER MAKES CARING for your landscape

carefree, by offering custom maintenance programs and
seasonal decorating to keep your property at its peak appearance.
Our services are as comprehensive as you require. From planting,
pruning, clean ups and touch ups—to fertilizing your garden
plants and holiday decorating, we take care of the small details so
you don’t have to. Gasper professionals allow you to spend time
entertaining and enjoying your home, not caring for it.

An irrigation system is one of the best investments that you can
make for your home landscaping. Gasper’s professional irrigation
staff can design and install a system that will save you valuable time
by efficiently watering your landscape investment. An automated
system correctly waters plantings for healthy growth and over time,
pays for itself by conserving water. You’ll have greener grass, healthier
plants, and lots of extra time to stop and smell the roses… rather than
watering them. Gasper provides start-up and shut-down services.

Call Early for Spring Service
Gasper makes your outdoor lifestyle carefree by offering our custom
maintenance program that provides full care to your property and
keeps it at its peak appearance. Call 215-607-7011 today to reserve
your space on the schedule. Spend time enjoying your landscape,
not caring for it.

Destination
Garden
Center
Shop Gasper in-store or online
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Gasper delivers to the mountains, the shore and across the country
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DESTINATION GARDEN CENTER

Gasper’s Casual Furniture
Department is Growing!
C
ATCH THE EXCITEMENT IN 2019! We’ve

PRE-SEASON PATIO SALE

. expanded our casual furniture department with more
furniture lines and more categories of casual furniture from the
nation’s leading manufacturers. Stop in to see the latest trends in the
casual furniture industry. Teak, aluminum, cast aluminum, synthetic
wicker and marine grade polymer are now available at Gasper.

Take advantage of the best prices of the season with additional
savings on the finest casual furnishings from the nation’s leading
manufacturers. Every category from every manufacturers’ stock
qualifies for these additional savings, even special orders. Order now
and tell us when you would like it. No need to take winter delivery.

UPDATE YOUR STYLE

CONTRACT ORDERS ARE OUR SPECIALTY

Transform your tattered and worn old outdoor furniture with
new replacement cushions, or a new umbrella in the newest of
fashionable performance fabrics.

We service swim clubs, apartment complexes, restaurants, golf clubs,
and other businesses. Gasper can help you with new selections or by
adding a few replacement pieces—from umbrellas to chaises—we can
help you with everything.

THINK SPRING
Time to start thinking about getting your furniture ready for
the season. Simple and easy care sheets are available in the casual
furniture department. Pick up at your convenience and add to your
spring cleaning. Spring will be here before you know it.

IN-STORE EXTERIOR DESIGNERS

A NEW Look
A NEW Excitement
A NEW Standard
Gasper –Outdoor Living Perfected
Chelsea Teak by KINGSLEY BATE

Our in-store exterior design staff has over 60 years experience in
the casual furniture industry. In-home consultations available, call
215-607-7011 for details.

Gasper
features only
the finest in
outdoor
furnishings
Teak Serving Cart by
KINGSLEY-BATE

Lutyens Teak Bench by
KINGSLEY-BATE

Sling Adirondack by
TELESCOPE CASUAL

Low Country by LLOYD FLANDERS

Aura Dining by BARLOW TYRIE

Special orders are our specialty
Low Country by LLOYD FLANDERS
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Mackinac by LLOYD FLANDERS

Jet Dining by TELESCOPE CASUAL

Barlow Tyrie
Breezesta
Cast Classics
Classic Cushion
DWL Patio Furniture
Ebel
Gensun Casual Living
Kingsley Bate
KNF Designs
Lane Venture
Lloyd Flanders
Mallin
Telescope Casual
Treasure Garden
Woodard

Plymouth Bay Picnic Set by TELESCOPE CASUAL

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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Get Ready for Our
Largest Barn Sale Ever!

Pottery Pre-Season Sale

HIS GASPER BARN SALE is like no other—it is

the largest we’ve ever had. Find one-of-a-kind, sought after
pieces to either finish up a project, or something truly unique to
accent a special space. In this mega-sale you’re sure to find pieces
that work great for intimate areas as well as main entertaining spaces.
Also featured in the Gasper Furniture Barn Sale are one-of-a-kind,

discontinued, blemished, singles, dining tables, deep-seated club
chairs, sofas, and chaise lounges. You’ll find many quality brands at
fantastic prices such as Woodard, Treasure Garden, Cast Classics,
Summer Classics, Ebel, Breezesta, DWL, and KNF Nellie Olson. Invest
in furniture that becomes your home. Let Gasper help you create
functional tranquility in your home with top-quality furniture.

UP TO

75

%

D

ISCOVER AN AMAZING RANGE of

inspirational ideas and designs within the Gasper Pottery
Department. Stroll through the largest selection of pottery and
planters in the region and you’ll find thousands of unique products
and accessories designed to meet your landscaping and decorating
needs. From traditional to modern, from short to tall, from urns to
birdbaths, garden stools and spheres, the many different shapes and

Glazed
Ceramic
Pottery

50

OFF

designs make them hard to resist. With such an enormous selection,
Gasper can help you customize your yard with the right type of
container and decorative accessories to fit your outdoor lifestyle.
Consider a large, vivid glazed ceramic container as a great way to
bring color into your home or garden. Bring any of your pottery
challenges to our professional staff who can help you in choosing
the style and color that best suits your needs.

%

OFF

SELECTED
CUSTOM
TOSS PILLOWS

REGULAR PRICE

50%

CHOOSE FROM
SEVERAL
FABRICS AND
PILLOW STYLES

Frost-Resistant

OFF

SELECTED
TREASURE GARDEN
OUTDOOR
AREA RUGS

Visit
www.gaspergarden.net
to see some of our
available styles, sizes,
and colors.

SAVINGS UP TO

85

%
OFF
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ON QUALITY
MANUFACTURER
OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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T

Inspiring Home Décor
RANSPORT YOURSELF TO THE FARM

of your childhood dreams with farmhouse-style décor
from Gasper. For decades, we've dedicated ourselves to the rustic
farmhouse look so that you can live on the farm no matter where
you dwell. Decorate your home or garden with a breathtaking
terrarium, or choose rustic décor elements for the walls. Even a

44
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weathered lantern becomes a conversation piece as you fill it with
seasonal flowers and foliage around a pillar candle. Embrace vintage
styling and enjoy farmhouse home décor straight from our creative
hearts. A little bit of nature, right in your home—rustic décor items
designed to serve a purpose, create a distinctive look, and spark
conversations. At Gasper the creative possibilities are endless.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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Welcome to the Jungle!

Don’t miss the tropical greenhouse when you visit the
garden shop. Gasper carries a great selection of exotic
foliage, flowering tropical plants, and assorted décor.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN IDEA BOOK 2019

HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

T
Tropical Plants for Indoors

BEGONIA REX

FIDDLE LEAF FIG

CROTON

Serving Contractors
and Do-It-Yourselfers
HERE ARE LOTS OF REASONS to visit Bucks

County Hardscape and Building Supply at the Gasper
Garden Center, but the best reason that keeps do-it-yourselfers
coming back frequently is the enormous selection of quality
products and friendly service from the hardscape team. You can
expect thoughtful advice from our experts, loading assistance for
your cargo, plenty of professional grade tools to choose from, plus:
• Professional advice from our knowledgeable experts
• Homeowners welcome

• Browse our extensive collection of free catalogs
• Request free samples (available for many of our products)
• Get an estimate on all products needed for your project
Bring your ideas and measurements to Gasper for advice on the best
way to start and execute your project.
With our great selection of products, customized services,
informative seminars and workshops, it’s no wonder we’ve been
awarded the “Best of Bucks County” title so consistently! For all of
your do-it-yourself needs, you can find it at Gasper’s Bucks County
Hardscape and Building Supply. Look for us in the red building.

ORCHID

Find us in the
red building.
Hours
No Appointment Needed

PRAYER PLANT

46

BEGONIA REIGOR

Learn more: www.gaspergarden.net

ANTHURIUM

AFRICAN VIOLET

Loading assistance is always available.

Monday–Friday 7am–5pm
Saturday 8am–5pm
Sunday 9am–4pm

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-607-7011
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316 Tanyard Road Richboro, PA 1895 4
215-607-7011 | www.gasperlandscape.net

Gasper Garden Center
January Hours
Mon–Fri:
8am–5pm
Sat: 8am–5pm
Sun: 9am–4pm

February Hours
Mon–Fri:
8am–5pm
Sat: 8am–5pm
Sun: 9am–5pm

March Hours
Mon–Fri:
8am–6pm
Sat: 8am–5pm
Sun: 9am–5pm

Now is the best time
to plan for this year’s

AFTER

LANDSCAPE
PROJECT
BEFORE

Start planning now for your property's
transformation and be ready to enjoy
your new space when the season begins!
Use the coupon below to save $600!

EXIT
NEWTOWN

STREET RD.

95

IKE
ON P

BRISTOL RD.

TLET

on any landscape, carpentry, or pond installation
valued at $10,000 or more.

STREET RD.
TO PHILA.

COUNTY LINE RD.

611
Not valid on previously signed proposals or "Time and
Materials" contracts. Cannot be combined with other
offers, discounts, or coupons. VALID THRU 3-15-19

332

TANYARD RD.
2nd STREET PIKE

611

HATBORO RD.

00

JACKSONVILLE RD.

$

TO N.J.

RICHBORO

ALMSHOUSE RD. (332)

BUS

SAVE 600
Landscape Services Spring Special

332

232

PA TURNPIKE
EXIT 343 WILLOW GROVE

HIC Reg. No. PA014749
HIC Reg. No. NJ13VH06655200

Connect With Us Online
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Learn more: www.gasperlandscape.net
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